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“A diverse and dynamic talent, Jason Heeter offers up a powerful bluesy rock sound that’s
complemented by a voice with equal strength and bravado. Sometimes it's funky, sometimes it's
folky, but it is always grooving! A true son of the Midwest, Heeter began singing in church at

the age of 6, and never lost the love for performing. While studying music in college, Heeter cut
his teeth both on and off campus as a singer and multi-instrumentalist establishing himself as a

staple on the regional circuit.

After releasing the eclectic collaboration album “Deuce & Heeter – The '79 Sessions” along with
colleague Deuce Denninger, Heeter is back in the studio with his band The AC's working on a

new self titled album.

With extensive experience, and influences ranging from JJ Cale, to Jason Isbell; from Bill
Withers, to the Grateful Dead, the stylistic variety of his catalog further confirms his natural

talent. You may find him at a solo performance, or featured in a number of acts, including Jason
Heeter & the A.C.’s, Shugyo, Deuce Denninger Band, Ivas John Band, and Shades of Soul, but

one thing is for certain. With Heeter on stage, its gonna be a good time!"

ARTIST BIO:





VIDEO:
"Finish Line" - Official Music Video

"To Where" - The Scout Sessions

"Slow Lazy Morning" - 2022 Tiny Desk Submission
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jU6xKsyTj2Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NATTHzdnQ3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSTBAwi3MI4
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Tech Rider:
Jason: (solo) Acoustic Guitar, Pedalboard, Shure SM58
            (band) Shure SM58, VOX AC15, Shure SM57
Sam:   Shure SM58, Ampeg SVT 8x10 cabinet, Ampeg 
            bass head 
Matt:   Fender Deluxe Reverb, pedalboard, 
            InEar monitors, Shure SM57  
Craig:  Hammond SK-2 organ, Roland combo amp, In-Ear   
            monitors
Tim:     5-piece drums, In-Ear monitors
Jessie: Shure SM58
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